Champagne Tarlant Brut Reserve, NV
Background
Champagne Tarlant, handed down from father to son in the art and passion of growing
grapes and producing the famous Champagne wines since 1687, is situated close to Epernay
on the hillside of the celebrated Marne Valley, on the territory of Oeuilly. There, the
Tarlant family still perpetuates the tradition, now successfully in the hands of Jean-Mary
Tarlant and his father Georges who elaborate their large range of prodigious
Champagnes, especially those of the “nec plus ultra” range such as the Cuvee Louis Brut
with its subtleties obtained during its long period in oak barrels.
Tasting Notes
This wine is creamy and rich but still light and refreshing. The scores of dancing bubbles
invite you to come back for more. It has primary fruit flavors and warm bread aromas to
charm you, and the length to convince the pickiest Champagne critics. Tarlant is one of a
handful of "cult" producers in Champagne, but unlike most other "cult" producers, they
have been around for awhile - since 1687. This wine is a blend of 2005, 2004 and 2003 with
the two older vintages stored in wood vats prior to bottling. The varietal blend is onethird each Pinot Noir, Pinot Meunier and Chardonnay. All of the fruit comes from hillside
vineyards in Oeuilly in the Vallee de la Marne. The Tarlant family uses organic practices in
the vineyard - but they are very coy about calling themselves organic, no doubt due to the
family's prominence in the vignerons association in Champagne.
Reviews
91 points, John Szabo (Wine Align):
"Tarlant’s Brut Reserve is very dry and crisp in keeping with the house style, very close to
the brut zéro for which the house is best known (6 grams/liter residual sugar here). You’ll
find plenty of toasted wheat bread, almond, buckwheat, and sautéed lemon flavours, while
the palate is lean, rivetingly tart and seemingly bone dry."
The Grid (http://www.thegridto.com):
"A welcome newcomer to the general list, this Champagne offers plenty of bang for the
(yes, hefty) buck. Open with a gooey brie. For fans of older, richer Champagnes, this one
delivers in spades. Expect toasty apple flavours, enticing acids, and a long, tangy finish."
91 points, Beppi Crosariol (The Globe and Mail):
"Here’s a huge value proposition in bona fide French Champagne. Tarlant blends an equal
portion of all three Champagne grapes – chardonnay, pinot noir and pinot meunier – to
create a high-tension style. Ultimately very dry, it pulls back and forth between
suggestively sweet fruit and electric acidity. The flavours hint at baked apple, lemon
pastry, toast and spices, displaying serious leesy-yeasty depth."
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